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(Communicated by Palle E. T. Jorgensen)

Abstract. We show that, whenever the linear operator A is symmetric and

densely defined, on a Hubert space, then the abstract Cauchy problem

4-u{z) = A'{u(z))    (2 6C),        u(0) = x
dz

has an entire solution, for all initial data x in the image of e~AA" , which is

a dense set.

I. Introduction and main results

Let A be a densely defined linear operator on a Hilbert space H. A vector

x is an entire vector for A if x is in the domain of A" , for all n , and

oo      n

£^|M"*||<00,
71=0

for all s > 0.
We will write %(A) for the set of all entire vectors for A .

It is clear that when x £ %?(A), we have an entire solution of the abstract

Cauchy problem

(ACP) ^-u(t) = A(u(t))    (t>0),        u(0) = x,

given by

<z) = Y.-^Anx   (zeC)-
71=0

We also have well-posedness on the continuously embedded Frechet space

%?(A) ; that is, the restriction of A to ^(A) generates a strongly continuous

semigroup (see [1], [4] or [6] for results about entire and analytic vectors).

When A has a self-adjoint extension, entire solutions of the abstract Cauchy

problem for all initial data in a dense set would follow from applying the spectral

theorem to such an extension. We would like to consider A to be an arbitrary
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densely defined symmetric operator. On a larger Hubert space, K, A has a
self-adjoint extension (see [7]), thus we automatically obtain entire solutions in

K ; we would like to have entire solutions in the original Hubert space H.
In this paper, we show that, if A is a densely defined linear symmetric opera-

tor on a Hubert space, then %(A*), where A* is the adjoint of A , contains the

image of e~AA'. Note that, since AA* is a positive self-adjoint operator (see

[7]),  {e~,AA*}t>o is defined as a strongly continuous holomorphic semigroup

generated by -AA*. Since the image of e~AA' is dense, this produces entire
solutions of (ACP), with A replaced by A*, for all initial data in a dense set.

Theorem 1.1. Suppose el0A is symmetric, for some real 0. Then lm(e~AA') ç

*(A*).

We also show, under the same hypotheses on A , that [ JI ¿], on H2, has a

dense set of entire vectors. This produces entire solutions of the second-order

abstract Cauchy problem

(j^j  u(t) = A(u(t))    (t>0),        u(0) = x,        %j(0)=y,

for all initial data x, y in a dense set.
We write I2 for the identity matrix in H2 .

Theorem 1.2. Suppose e'eA is symmetric, for some real 8. Then \xn(e~AA" I2) ç

*<[;.¿])-

The key to these results is the following.

Lemma 1.3. If A is as in Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, then there exists a constant M

so that e~AA'x is in the domain of (A*)" , with

(1.4) \\(A*)ne-AA'x\\ < M"nn/2\\x\\,

for all n £ N, x £ H.

Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume 0 = 0. Since the domain

of AA*, 3¡(ÁA*), is contained in 3((A*)2)_, it follows that Im(e-lA') ç

C°°(AA*) C C°°(A*) = ÇÇ=Q2f(An). Since AA* is self-adjoint and positive

(see [7]), -AA* generates a bounded holomorphic strongly continuous semi-

group {e~tAA"}t>Q. This implies (see [3]) that there exists a constant M so

that

(1.5) \\ÄA*e-'AA'x\\<—\\x\\,    Vx£H, t > 0.

By (1.5),

(lA-e-^y.(1.6)   \\(A*)2ne-AA'x\\ = \\(AA*)ne-AA'x\\

for all x £ H, n £ N. Assertion (1.6) now implies that

||(^*)2n+1e-^*x||2 - ((A*)2n+ie-AA'x, (A*)2n+le-AA'x)

= (A(A*)2n+1e-AA'x, (A*)2ne-~AA'x)

= ((A*)2n+2e-AA'x, (A*)2ne-AA"x)

<M2n+l(n + l)n+lnn\\x\\2,

<Mnnn\\x\\,
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so that

(1.7) \\(A*)2n+le-AA"x\\<Mn+l(n + l)n+i\\x\\,    Vxetf,  neN.

Clearly ( 1.6) and ( 1.7) imply (1.4).   o

Proof of Theorem 1.1. This follows from Lemma 1.3 and a short, elementary

calculation.   G

Proof of Theorem 1.2. This follows from Lemma 1.3 and the fact that

oo       „
sn

71=0

0    /
A*   0

e-AA'

n=0 (2ti)! \A l  K 2^«=0 (2ti+1)!^  I  e
-2ÍI+1Eoo       ■?   +     i 4*\n+lr- A A"        V^°°      s      ( \*\nr-AA*

71=0(271+1)!^  I       e 2^71=0 7>)TV^  J  e

for any 5 > 0.   D

Remarks 1.8. (a) When A is a symmetric differential operator, with A ^ A*,
then, intuitively, A* has "too many boundary conditions" restricting its do-

main. Passing to A*, as in Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, has the effect of removing

some, and sometimes all, boundary conditions, while still guaranteeing entire

solutions of the corresponding abstract Cauchy problem, for all initial data in a
dense set. This is of particular interest on a bounded domain, where boundary

conditions may become delicate.
(b) We remark that it is clear that we obtain entire solutions of (ACP), with

A replaced by A*, when we choose initial data x in a deficiency subspace of

A*, since these are eigenvectors of A*. However, the span of these subspaces

may not be dense.
(c) Here is another way of viewing Theorem 1.1. In searching for a self-

adjoint operator, one must verify two conditions:
( 1 ) a numerical range condition (Ax, x) £ R, for all x in the domain of A

(this is equivalent to A being symmetric) and
(2) a range condition (i ± A) being surjective.

In practice, verifying (2) is much more difficult than verifying (1). Our result

removes the necessity of verifying (2).

Remark 1.9. Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 may be understood most easily in the con-

text of existence families; these are a generalization of strongly continuous semi-

groups, that are meant to play the same role with ill-posed abstract Cauchy prob-

lems that strongly continuous semigroups play with well-posed abstract Cauchy

problems. Theorem 1.1 is stating that A* has an entire e-^*-existence family,

which we think of as the family of bounded operators {ezA' e~AA' }z6c, just as

we think of a strongly continuous semigroup generated by B as {etB}t>o . See

[2] for an introduction to the subject, and some examples and applications.

II. TWO ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES

Example 2.1. The following example, although quite simple, is nevertheless suf-

ficient to illustrate some interesting features of Theorem 1.1.
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Let A s i£, on H = L2([0, 00)), with domain 3(A) = {f £ H\f £
H, /(O) = 0} . Then A is symmetric, but (ACP), with A replaced by i A , has
no nontrivial reversible solutions, that is,

(2.2) ju(t) = iA(u(t))    (t£R),        u(0) = f

has no nontrivial solutions.

Theorem 1.1 guarantees that

(2.3) ±-u(t) = iA*(u(t))   (Í61),        "(0) = /

has an entire solution, for all initial data / in a dense set. This is merely

saying that there exists a dense set of functions /, each of which has an entire

extension, /, such that [u(z)](s) = f(s + z) is in H, for all z £ C.

For any f £ H, (2.3) has a mild solution. However, this solution is not

unique. For any / £ L2([0, oo)), choose any / £ L2(R) that extends /. Then

[u(t)](s) s f(s + t)       (s>0,  t£R)

is a mild solution of (2.3).
It is clear that an entire solution of (2.3), or, more generally, (ACP), is unique.

The motivation for Theorem 1.1 is clear. If (Af)(w) = wf(w), on H =
L2(C, p), for some Borel measure p, on the complex plane C, then it is

straightforward to verify that

(u(z))(w) = ezwe~^2f(w)

is an entire solution of (ACP), with initial data x(w) = e~^ f(w), for any

f £ H. The adjoint of an operator is a generalization of complex conjugation;

thus a natural conjecture is that, for any denselydefined linear operator A,

either %?(A) or ê?(A*) contains the image of e~AA" . The following example

shows that this conjecture is false.

Counterexample 2.4. This is an example of a densely defined operator, A,

on a Hubert space, such that neither £?(A) nor %(A*) contains the image of

e~~AA'.

Let H be l2(Z), the space of square summable sequences

|x|||f||2=   ¿   |x,|2<ool.

For any integer k, write ek for the sequence whose kth coordinate is one, all

other coordinates are zero.

Let {o)k}keZ be a fixed sequence of nonnegative numbers. Define A to be

the weighted left-shift
Aëk = cokëk-X       (k£Z),

with maximal domain 3(A) = {x £ H\Ax £ H} .
Then A* is the weighted right-shift

A*ek = œk+iëk+i       (k£Z),

and AA* is the positive operator

AA*ek = \(ok+i\2ek       (keZ);
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note that -AA* generates the strongly continuous semigroup

e-tAA'ëk = e-'lc0k^2ëk       (t>0, k£Z).

It is not hard to calculate that, for any n ,

Ane-AA'eo = ¿"I*"I2 j H œ-j) *-« >

(A*)"e~lA'ë0 = e-^2 if[(Oj\en.

Thus, by choosing {cok}k€Z sufficiently large, so that

00 s" ( "        \
5Z —i \W œ±i    = °° '    for all 5 > 0
«=0 "'   \j=\ J

(for example, a>k = 2\k\, for k £ Z ), we see that neither ê'(A) nor &(A*)

will contain e~AA*eo.

III. Applications

We will apply Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 to differential operators in L2(R").

Suppose that, for 1 < i,j < n, a¡j and a\ j axe real-valued functions in

Lj£(RB), and for each x £ R" , a¡j(x) = ajti(x). Define A on L2(R") by

with the domain of A equal to C^°(R"). Then A is symmetric, and

with the domain of A* equal to {/ 6 L2(R")|^*/ £ L2(Rn)}.
Thus we may apply Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. It is clear that this produces entire

(as a function of t ) solutions of

-^(t,x)= ¿ —(aij(x) — )u(t,x),        u(0,x) = f(x)
i,7=i     ' !

and

d2u

dt (<>x)=E=i£íi(a,'ÁX)ok)u{t,xh

u(0,x) = f(x),        —(0,x) = g(x),

for all /,  g in a dense subset of L2(R"), with well-posedness on a dense,

continuously embedded subspace.

As far as we know, this is the first treatment of so general a class of oper-

ators; this class includes nonelliptic operators. See [4, pp. 274-275] for some

hypotheses when n equals one that guarantee that A has a self-adjoint exten-

sion.
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